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THE "SHARING ECONOMY" IS DEAD,
AND WE KILLED IT
FIVE YEARS AGO, EVERYBODY WAS EXCITED ABOUT THE

IDEA OF USING TECH TO BORROW THINGS LIKE POWER

DRILLS. IN PRACTICE, THOUGH, NOT SO MUCH.

BY SARAH KESSLER

"How many of you own a power drill?" Rachel

Botsman, the author of the book The Rise Of

Collaborative Consumption, asked the audience at

TedxSydney in 2010. Predictably, nearly everyone raised

his or her hand. "That power drill will be used around 12

to 15 minutes in its entire lifetime," Botsman continued

with mock exasperation. "It’s kind of ridiculous, isn’t it?

Because what you need is the hole, not the drill."

After pausing for a moment as the audience chuckled,

she provided the obvious solution.

"Why don’t you rent the drill? Or rent out your own drill

to other people and make some money from it?"

Back then, this version of what Botsman called

collaborative consumption, or what would become

better known as "the sharing economy," seemed like a

warm and fuzzy inevitability. American consumerism

had been tamped by one of the worst recessions in

history, concerns about the environment were growing,

and new online networks provided a connective thread

that could help us get by on less by sharing things with

our neighbors. "We now live in a global village where we

can mimic the ties that used to happen face to face, but

on a scale and in a way that has never been possible

before," Botsman explained, and these new systems

allowed us "to engage in a humanness that got lost

along the way." We were now, she said, experiencing "a

seismic shift from individual getting and spending

towards a rediscovery of collective good."
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Already there were a bevy of startups

with dreams of facilitating the

community-shared power drill.

Ecomodo had launched in 2007;

Crowd Rent, Share Some Sugar, and

NeighborGoods in 2009; Thingloop,

OhSoWe, and SnapGoods in 2010.

The media loved the idea.

Entrepreneur magazine named

NeighborGoods one of its 100 most

brilliant companies of 2011, and it’s hard to find a

publication that covers technology that did not mention

the idea of sharing the power drill. Many of them cited

the example directly: Time magazine explained that

"renting a power drill via SnapGoods for the one day you

need it is a lot cheaper than buying it." The Guardian,

when introducing NeighborGoods, said that the idea

made sense "with the average power drill used only

about 12 minutes per year." The New York Daily News

told New Yorkers they could "save countless ways by

borrowing items, like a power drill, from neighbors." And

Wired asked, "If I can avoid buying an electric drill for

that one job, or some temporary dinner-party chairs, or

a car I will drive maybe a couple of times a month—well,

why wouldn’t I rent them from you?"

Even companies that weren't renting power drills

proselytized the theory. "There are 80 million power

drills in America that are used an average of 13 minutes,"

Airbnb CEO Brian Chesky told the New York Times in a

2013 column about the sharing economy. "Does

everyone really need their own drill?"

There was just one problem. As Adam Berk, the founder

of Neighborrow, puts it: "Everything made sense except

that nobody gives a shit. They go buy [a drill]. Or they

just bang a screwdriver through the wall."

MADE SENSE
EXCEPT
THAT
NOBODY
GIVES A
SHIT. THEY
GO BUY [A
DRILL]. OR
THEY JUST
BANG A
SCREWDRIVER
THROUGH
THE WALL.”
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Of the eight sites listed above, only NeighborGoods is

still around—after it ran through its seed funding, it was

salvaged by an investor with a personal interest in the

idea. About 42,000 people have signed up, though

fewer than 10,000 are active. While sites like Airbnb and

Uber became giant companies, the platform on which

we would share our power drills with neighbors never

took off.

Instead of platforms that would inspire human

interaction and create less waste, what emerged were

companies that awkwardly fit into—and at times

completely twisted—this vision of neighborhood

sharing. The "sharing economy" grew to include an odd

menagerie of companies with little in common.

Groupon "shared" the collective action of tipping a deal.

Kickstarter "shared" a similar funding goal among many

contributors. Sites like Airbnb "shared" homes, but

charged by the night, like a hotel. Gig economy

platforms like Uber and Handy "shared" the labor of

independent contractors paid by the hour or mile.

Netflix somehow even managed to fall under the

sharing economy umbrella at one point.

Though a few pieces of the original "sharing economy"

promise survived, like peer-to-peer car-sharing services

RelayRides and Getaround and bike-sharing site

Spinlister, today they are largely divorced from the

concept of a global village. Somehow, when a major

hotel chain forms a partnership with a $50 billion

company, it is able to pass the move off as joining the

"sharing economy."

But the real sharing economy is dead.
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It was a beautiful idea that struck hard, but when it died,

nobody seemed to notice (some publications continued

to cite SnapGoods, for instance, a year after it shut

down). And nobody seemed to ask the question of how

an idea that everybody loved so much, an idea that

made so much sense on a practical and social level,

morphed into the pure capitalism that it is today.

For Gary Cige, who founded a peer-to-peer rental

platform called Zilok in 2007, inspiration struck after he

actually did need a power drill on a Sunday in Paris. For

Ron J. Williams, the founder of SnapGoods, it was a

motorcycle he rented from Craigslist. For Keara

Schwartz, the founder of Share Some Sugar, it was a

ladder.

The story behind neighborhood sharing services, no

matter the object, often goes something like this: "I

didn’t know how many times I would need [the ladder],

so I thought, there has to be someone who I can

borrow it from," Schwartz says. "I rang a couple of

neighbor’s doorbells, and people didn’t have long

enough ladders . . . So I went online and I was like, okay,

$175 to buy something I’m probably going to just use

once. That seems ridiculous. But it was so easy to find

something online to buy that I figured oh gosh, it should

be this easy to find something in my neighborhood.

That’s kind of when the lightbulb went off."

The idea of renting to neighbors

launched to a flurry of attention and

praise.

Williams’s mother took articles about

SnapGoods to show her neighbors,

and for the first time, Williams felt

that she really understand what he

did. "We never paid a dime for PR," he

says. "We never invested in aggressive

marketing . . . but we had just an

absurd amount of traffic for a pretty green team doing a

startup from the ground up." The site drew about

30,000 visitors per month at its peak, and SnapGoods

signed up about 100,000 users. After he appeared on

the Today show, for instance, Berk says about 2,000

people signed up for Neighborrow in one week.

“I WENT
ONLINE AND
I WAS LIKE,
OKAY, $175
TO BUY
SOMETHING
I’M
PROBABLY
GOING TO
JUST USE
ONCE. THAT
SEEMS
RIDICULOUS.”
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But most of these platforms soon discovered a

discomforting incongruity between enthusiasm for the

concept and actual use.

"Everybody loved the idea. It was like, 'Oh, this is great. I

would love to use it,'" says Schwartz. "Then I launched

the thing, and it was super-slow adoption."

SnapGoods and NeighborGoods had more people who

wanted to lend things than wanted to pay to use them.

Share Some Sugar had the opposite problem. Some

sites had pockets of items that worked—on SnapGoods,

for instance, electronics and photo equipment took off

—but it was tough to become the default platform for

renting anything. For NeighborGoods founder Micki

Krimmel, it seemed like a matter of execution. A change

she made right away was removing the option to rent

goods, which ensured the platform would truly be

focused on neighborhood favors.

"When you’re making something and everybody is like,

‘Oh my god, that’s brilliant. How come nobody ever

thought about that before?’ You definitely feel as

though you’re on the path to something," Krimmel says.

"I am less optimistic about it now, because I’ve seen

where the sharing economy has gone."

"Let me ask you this," Williams says. "For a drill, which by

the way now costs $30, and you can get it on Amazon

Now and have this thing delivered to you in an hour if

you live in New York City—for something worth $30, is it

really worth your time to trek potentially 25 minutes to

go get something that you spent $15 to use for the day,

and then have to trek back?"
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For most people on the sharing platforms, the answer

was no. The people for whom the answer is yes were

unlikely to be using platforms like SnapGoods, which

generally attracted upper middle class early adopters

who were comfortable with technology. Williams had

ideas about how to lessen the pain. Maybe, he thought,

he could convince livery drivers to transport goods for a

fee when they had empty cars (a great idea, it turns out,

that Uber would later embrace). In order to address the

problem of more people posting goods than renting

them, he refocused the site so that people could

advertise the things they wanted. "I need a power drill,

do you know anyone?" turned out to be drastically more

shareable than "I have a powerdrill!" Eventually that tool

illuminated a need to make targeted outreach across

social networks easy, which seemed more promising

than SnapGoods. He shifted his attention to creating

that technology, today called Knod.es, and shut down

SnapGoods. Now he is the managing partner of a

strategy and product development consultancy firm

called proofLabs Group.

Schwartz moved from Cincinnati,

where she had founded Share Some

Sugar, to New York, and she slowly

stopped answering customer service

emails until she shut the site down

about three years ago.

"We tried everything: Schools,

temples, affinity groups, suburbs,"

Berk says of Neighborrow. "It should

work in offices. It doesn’t work there

either." After he failed his cofounder’s

challenge to get three (yes, three) of

the site's thousands of registered users to make

transactions, he moved on to another project.

The most successful "sharing economy" startups ended

up being those that made the process as efficient and

transactional as possible. "What Airbnb did quite well is

that the process where you rent a room anywhere is

actually quite similar to a hotel room," says Cige, the

founder of Zilok. "For peer-to-peer car rental, it’s exactly

the same." Cige left Zilok in 2011, four years after

founding it. Though it exists, it spun off a more

successful car-lending platform called ouicar.com.

“IS IT REALLY
WORTH
YOUR TIME
TO TREK
POTENTIALLY
25 MINUTES
TO GO GET
SOMETHING
THAT YOU
SPENT $15 TO
USE FOR THE
DAY, AND
THEN HAVE
TO TREK
BACK?”
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Other companies that claimed space under the "sharing

economy" umbrella and its halo effect, meanwhile, have

transitioned away from that narrative. Lyft may have

debuted its service as a more neighborly, peer-to-peer

version of Uber—encouraging people to greet their

drivers with a fist bump, fuzzy pink mustaches—but now

it’s competing on price instead.

Parking Panda once marketed itself as a way to share

parking spaces with neighbors, but now many of its

shared parking spaces are in restaurants, hotels,

commercial garages, and airports. Rent the Runway

successfully rents dresses, but from a warehouse full of

65,000 garments, not from stylish neighbors. And

Zipcar, acquired by Avis in 2013, successfully changed

the way we rent cars, but we’re definitely not meeting

each other by doing so. Calling Groupon, Netflix, or

Kickstarter a "sharing economy" company at this point

almost sounds absurd.

It’s not that these tools and sites aren’t good services or

that they don’t make things easier. It’s rather that they

have little to do with the original promise of the sharing

economy. Really, it’s more of an "access economy," a

term Williams used from the beginning. "We hated that

terminology," he says of the sharing economy. "Hated it

with the heat of a thousand suns."

For Brendan Benzing, it was a power washer.

"It was daunting," he says of the seven-mile trip to and

from Home Depot to rent the tool. "It cost me $90. I

knew there were people in my neighborhood who had

the item but I didn’t know who they were."
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Last year, he and his cofounder, Sebastien Martel,

founded MyNeighbor, a platform for renting and

borrowing anything. They’re convinced that this time

around, things will be different. "It’s not often the

company that was first that tends to succeed," Benzing

tells me. "It’s the 10th or 13th."

About 1,000 people are participating

in MyNeighbor’s Seattle pilot.

Maybe the timing is better. Now there

are courier services in many urban

areas that will whisk your power drill

from point A to point B for a minimal

fee. Neighborhood social network

Nextdoor has scaled across 69,000

communities, proving that neighbors do want to

connect. Facebook recently added a feature that makes

it easy for people in groups to buy, sell, and trade items.

Peerby, the most successful current peer-to-peer rental

platform, says it has processed more than 100,000

transactions and has 500,000 users. An article in the

New York Times puzzlingly positioned it as a

continuation of the trend Airbnb, Uber, and Lyft's

business models rather than as an idea that was folded

into these businesses from the beginning ("Want a

power drill to help you hang those blinds?" the article

asked, once again. "It’s just a mouse click away.")

Maybe the sharing economy really has come full circle,

and what started as an idea about sharing among

neighbors will finally turn into popular tools for sharing

among neighbors. What’s certain is that people still love

the idea. When Nielsen polled more than 30,000

Internet users, 23% of them said they would be willing to

rent their power tools to neighbors.

Even Berk, who stopped looking for funding for

Neighborrow in 2009, who believes that the core

problem with the idea was not trust, insurance, funding,

interface, or anything other than human apathy, is still

trying to make the sharing economy work. If someone

requests something from Neighborrow that isn’t already

on the inventory list and costs less than $250, he will

buy it from Amazon, send it to them, and ask them to

send it along to the next user who wants to rent it.

“IT’S NOT
OFTEN THE
COMPANY
THAT WAS
FIRST THAT
TENDS TO
SUCCEED.
IT’S THE
10TH OR
13TH.”
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"I will never shut it down, ever," says Berk, who now

works as a lean startup consultant. "But I couldn’t just

live in fantasy town forever."
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  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  17 HOURS AGO

Although creating a social mission-driven company

around "sharing" is admirable, the most important

word in "Sharing Economy" is "economy" - i.e. the

economics - both the supply side and the demand

side. The reason why companies like Airbnb and

Uber have been able to achieve accelerated

valuations (now valued at $25.5B & $51B!) is because

they have been able to defy traditional economic

principles of scarcity. Under the new laws of

Copianomics (the science of choice under

abundance, not scarcity) they are able to access the

following economic growth levers: 1) achieve
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abundance of supply by building a long tail of

inventory w/ no time/capital constraints; and 2)

achieve abundance of demand by expanding their

Total Addressable Market (TAM) beyond traditional

categories. As we discuss in our upcoming in-depth

research report, companies need to be strategic in

terms of creating a business model that enables

them to access these 5 supply-side and 4 demand-

side growth levers.
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  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  19 HOURS AGO

In my opinion the most important point for success

in a sharing economy project is a critical mass of

users at the launch of the platform. If you don't have

that it's really hard to make the users come back if

they didn't find what they needed at their first

search.

I am from the Team of Pumpipumpe (I know a funny

name :), it's swiss german) and we have started with

a totally different approach. We have started offline.

We have created 44 little stickers you can order and

put on your mailbox to show your neighbour what

you have to share FOR FREE. We are currently

established in Europe (Switzerland, Germany best

working countries..). After having ~16'000 people

already on board we have decided to introduce a

very simple online map and we have from the

beginning a critical mass on it. Nearly in every bigger

city has more than 300 People sharing their stuff.. If

you want to have a look:

http://www.pumpipumpe.com

H U G O W A L K E R

   Link Reply

  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  A DAY AGO

I think it makes sense to rent out pricier items (cars

are a good example). $100 may be a good lower

limit.
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Regarding tools, I noticed that for me it makes little

sense to buy good tools because I don't use them

much. However, good tools make the job much

easier and the result will be better!

So next time I want to drill a big hole from the

basement to the living room, if I could find someone

online that will borrow his expensive Hilti power

drill, that would make sense to me.

   Link Reply

  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  A DAY AGO

sharing > profit

J A C O B  M O W B R A Y

  1   Link Reply

  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  2 DAYS AGO

Had an interesting discussion about “the sharing

economy” with my father-in-law. He got it right

away and leapt immediately to a very bright

conclusion: fewer tools, fewer jobs. It's a different

spin on the whole “robots taking over human jobs”

issue. Being more communal, more neighborly,

more “sharing,” has unintended consequences.

Hopefully, some platform and engagement will

emerge that is stable and durable.
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"And nobody seemed to ask the question of how an

idea that everybody loved so much, an idea that

made so much sense on a practical and social level,

morphed into the pure capitalism that it is today."

I think the premise behind this question is flawed.

Did this idea ever really make "so much sense on a

practical and social level"? It takes time to locate a

suitable rental and acquire possession of it. Are you

also renting the saw, work light, and other non-

consumable tools? Who is responsible if the drill is

K E N  C L E M E N T



broken? Who pays when drills are returned with drill

bits missing? What about the lifetime of the tool

itself? After all these are "rental miles". Who insures

against theft? Capitalism already provides for rental

services. There are already companies that do this

and do it well.

The "Sharing Economy" was not a new idea but a

new branding of an idea that has been around for

some time and gets rediscovered every few

generations.
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  K E N  C L E M E N T  2 DAYS AGO

The "sharing" economy has always been a

misnomer, anyway. It isn't "sharing" when you

charge someone money. If my neighbor in

the "global village" wants to borrow my drill, I

don't charge him for it. I just loan it to him.

I've loaned my vacuum to neighbors, my car,

my phone, my bathroom, my time - all free of

charge! I'm a regular Mother Theresa. Or just

a decent human being who doesn't exploit

every opportunity to make a dollar off my

neighbors.
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  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  2 DAYS

AGO

well there is a meta-search comparison site for the

sharing economy which will soon be launching

www.sharingXchange.com
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  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  2 DAYS AGO

If all of the platforms that offer goods that can be

borrowed, rented, sold second-hand or gifted were

to aggregate into one meta-searchable platform,

that would become the go-to place for consumers

and it might actually take off. What doesn't work is

having to post items or search for items on the

dozens of tiny sites out there, each of which only

has a small inventory and small number of

members.
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  S A R A H  K E S S L E R  2 DAYS AGO

I've toyed with the idea of opening a storefront

where people can rent stuff, kind of like Big4Rents

but non-corporate and a wider range of stuff. But I

tend to think that even in Berkeley people are just

not going to go the trouble of renting something

and having to return it when they could just buy it

for not much more money. The root problem is

that, as long as fossil fuels are cheap (b/c they're

subsidized and b/c industry doesn't pay for the cost

of all the damage they cause), consumer goods will

be cheap. And as long as Americans are overworked

and time-strapped, they're going to opt for

convenience every time. That said, I heartily applaud

entrepreneurs trying to make this work!

E R I C A  E T E L S O N
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